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M-355 EPSY BOND CUNNINGHAM, "DESERT INTERLUDE" 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 Manuscript of "Desert Interlude" by Epsy Bond Cunningham.  3 folders.  
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  Letter to Helen [Marbury Raymond].   
   Typescript "Desert Interlude."  Chapters 1-5 as listed    
    by the typed Table of Contents, except chapter 5 labeled  
    "Water precious and costly, but typed T of C labeled   
    "No Calendar" missing.  Also contains two handwritten  
    T of C.              
 002  Chapters 6-10, ch. 6 labeled "Digging Wells" typed T of C ch.6  
    labeled "Natives, Nesters, and Neighbors", which is ch.7.  
    Typed T of C labeled ch.7 as "Our Friends the Gardner’s"  
    missing. Also contains ch.9 labeled "Visitors and ch.10  
    labeled "The Storm raged."  Gaps. 
 003  Two other chapters 9 and 10 labeled "It Rained."   
   Another ch.10 labeled "Buttonholes," according to typed T of C  
    should be ch.13.      
   Ch.11 "Passersby"  
   Ch.12 "Oh Epsey"  
   Ch.13 not labeled.   
   Ch.15 "Christmases", and ch.16 "Farewell" missing. 
